Greetings of peace from Chile! We want to tell you that the recent event on Red Cosmic Dragon about *Antennas Radiating Peace to the World* was so synchronous to what we experienced in our bioregion.

From October 29th to November 1st (Magnetic Moon to Self Existing Human) took place in Santiago, Chile the **2nd Pan American Meeting of Roerich Pact and the Banner of Peace** and the **4th International Seminar of Agni Yoga**, organized by the Roerich Foundation for Peace and Culture of Chile, an event in which we were invited to participate by the President herself of the Foundation, Soledad Caceres.

Both activities were conducted at the **Center for Science and Culture of Russia** and the **Apu Wechuraba**, a hill considered sacred place by the Mapuche people.

Thus, on October 30, Kin 210 White Lunar Dog, the group formed by Josefina-11 Hand, Seva Singh-2 Mirror and Rodrigo-12 Mirror, presented an extensive talk about the World 13 Moon Calendar Change Peace Movement and the Banner of Peace. At that time, we discussed the vision, mission and legacy left by Jose Arguelles-Valum Votan and his connection with the Banner of Peace and Roerich’s Work. We also talked about the synchronicity of finding ourselves at the Center for Science and Culture of Russia, several of whose scientists recognized the work of Jose Arguelles-Valum Votan and thusly granted him such awards as the Vernadsky Medal and the designation of a star with the name Jose Argüelles in the constellation Leo.

The people who attended the meeting were representatives from various Peace Networks from Argentina, Brazil and Chile, including Raimundo Crispim Do Santos, President of the Roerich Institute of Peace and Culture of Brazil and Andrea Ruff, Researcher of Roerich Legacy and Representative of the Roerich Museum at New York.

The last two days of the event were held at the Apu Wechuraba where ceremonies for the Earth and ceremonial dances were made involving, among others, Jose Segovia, Spiritual Guardian of Apu Wechuraba and Ana Quiñelén, Medicine Mapuche Woman.

The meeting gave us the impulse to open a web page, [www.leydeltiempo.cl](http://www.leydeltiempo.cl) which, among other things, helped to participants of Peace Networks know us better.

From Star Bioregion, our best wishes of peace...

Josefina Santa Cruz, 11 Hand, Seva Singh, 2 Mirror *Jardín de Paz de Colliguay* and Rodrigo Urrea, 12 Mirror *Aldea de Paz Antukelén*